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Hokshila Andrade
take a moon cycle alone in your own space if you r ready...i do sense that this
magic circle will show you something extraordinary...
take a moon cycle alone in your own space if you r ready...i do sense that this
magic circle will show you something extraordinary...<3
Like · · Follow Post · 29 July at 08:42
Eric Dragon, Enid Carter, Mónica Gómez and 12 others like this.
Hokshila Andrade what i learned from Dharmen even though we never met in person
is that reflectors should b initiated...
29 July at 08:44 · Like · 1
Mónica Gómez I feel like it is the thing I want to do the most, being by myself
for weeks I hope the place finds me.Initiated by the moon?
29 July at 09:03 via mobile · Like · 2
Hokshila Andrade initiated by the other types...maybe the moon too i dont know
Mónica u tell me:) I am a projector and i see energy flowing if I lets say, say
hi on the fb to another projector or reflector...Its not natural for me to bug
generators and if i do so i feel like i do disturb their flow and just get myself
into trouble...and its totally unnatural for me to bug the manifestors (unless
they r distorted assholes and I explode emotionally on them) there is couple of
manifestors in hd that i love..and my mind just wants to say hi and bla bla but
it just doesnt feel correct...they will come to me if they need something from
me...also i noticed when reflectors want to initiate me i just dont hear
them...its like stuff they say doesn't stick and it just dont work...does that
make sense at all?I watch my partner who is a reflector everyday for past 3
years...I see what the moon cycle does to her...how her face, manners and
everything constantly changing during the moon cycle gate to gate and line to
line...It might will sound weird but i see that reflectors here are not really
for the other ppl, even my partner is not really here for me...i sense that there
is so much more for a reflector than to reflect and sample the other types all
the time...perhaps that is so 4-6 of me (always investing into ppl and seeing the
potential) +pure tribal design (supporting ones I know) so i posted this:)...ps.
i have experienced moon cycle without any aura interaction and that was most
amazing experience in lil the cabin in the woods in winter,alotta snow,wood
burner,total silence with no electricity only candles and water well was like
half mile away..but once again i am not a reflector and really looking forwards
to hear from you guys if u get to have that experience.happy moon gazing;)!
love&support.hok
29 July at 10:11 · Unlike · 7
Andrea Schramek Lucky partner to be seen as you do..!
29 July at 11:08 via mobile · Like · 1
Sjef Romijn Are we here for Humanity, instead of individual(s) perhaps?
29 July at 14:18 · Like · 1
Mónica Gómez mmm... yes, it is easier for me to be initiated. Relationships,
jobs... life surprising you through others. I understand what you say, I don't
usually initiate people. -well, in Reiki I do initiate, but just because they
ask :)- I am also a 4-6, and I am getting on the roof process... I don't
recognise so many changes in the first part of my life. In relationships I was
told to be very very intense, making life more alive -amplifying totally
unconscious I guess. Years ago, I have changed, and it is true that I recognise
some mechanical changes through the month, but I don't feel such a
transformation. It would be nice to have a conscious person to report my changes,
but I would feel a bit strange hearing that from my partner... Like being
observed by an ethologist lol I also feel I am not here for the people, I thought
I was here for the animals... But it isn't true either, it is beyond one species,
or several. I can't choose why or for whom I am here, it is a surprise :)) So
nice your experience, thanx! Let's see my relationship with the moon... if I get

to be by "moonself" enough time, I may post my initiation (I can't say I will
Question: Do you have any energy issues? Love solves everything, but I am
curious.
29 July at 14:20 · Like · 2

)

Dharmen Leela Swann-Herbert Reflectors with their sampling aura can close or open
themselves to the other...they cannot keep out the transits. Reflectors only need
to be initiated to decisions (and interactions) that involve the other activities, projects, places, relationships...No type needs to be asked, invited
or initiated to decisions that only involve themselves - all the types except
Manifestors need to have life bring them activities, projects, places,
relationships that involve others...from outside of their aura Generators/asked; Projectors/invited; Reflectors/initiated...Leela
29 July at 18:15 · Unlike · 8
Anna de Roo What is the difference between asked/ invited/ initiated?
29 July at 21:10 · Like · 1
Dharmen Leela Swann-Herbert Generator/Projector/Reflector
30 July at 01:26 · Like · 1
Hokshila Andrade Thanx for clarifying Dharmen Leela Swann-Herbert , seems to me
that what u said is a very important piece of information....so if I understood
correctly its probably not the best thing to say something like i did above.Cos I
dont really know what anyone needs or especially what reflector needs...Perhaps
thats my own projection that it would b beneficial for the reflector to spent a
month alone and that is based on my own experience and the stories that i heard
from Ra...but i dont really know that, right?And hearing you say that noone is
here to b asked or initiated into decisions that only involve themselves it takes
that to whole another perspective.. so to suggest someone to take the month off
its probably not the best thing to do, right?new day new lesson. Tnx for sharing
this...aloha.
30 July at 05:54 · Unlike · 3
Hokshila Andrade Mónica Gómez i am not sure if I understood your question about
energy issues, how do u mean?maybe u could rearrange the question?:)
30 July at 06:24 · Like
Mónica Gómez I can see moon initiating inner rythm...I can't learn with so
limiting language Hokshilla, I meant, we are non-energy types. They say best way
to manage energy is generator-projector/ manifestor-reflector. I meant if you
could share how is it the energy when you and ur girl are with no other auras. Or
with other auras, if you tend to be more energized when around more people.
30 July at 07:03 via mobile · Like
Sjef Romijn Yes, lovely Hok, we have to wonder if such things not give pressure
to Reflectors to need to do, or achieve, prove or whatever. If it flows, it
flows, if not, don't worry about it. And it will always be an experience, but
what kind... does not matter
30 July at 14:42 · Like · 4
Dharmen Leela Swann-Herbert Ahhh Sjef - so beautiful what you say - it isn't just
Reflectors - it is all of us that are learning this truth - the experience
doesn't matter...it is about the experiencer L
30 July at 18:15 · Unlike · 4
Hokshila Andrade Mónica its not much energy, we could just sit on the couch all
day and watch this movie, but the gods dropped us a lil generator child so we
chase him around most of the time these days:)
30 July at 20:48 · Like · 2
Mónica Gómez so confirmed in your experience, until a gen comes in hahaha niceee.
I enjoy doing "nothing" too... Enjoy your lil generator!
30 July at 21:00 · Like · 1

